PLATFORM PALLET TRUCK
P2.0-3.0S SERIES
WWW.HYSTER.COM

SMALL SPACE. BIG PERFORMER.
In tight spaces, narrow aisles and congested environments, the
new Hyster® P2.0-3.0S Series Platform Pallet truck delivers
agile performance.
Impressive acceleration up to 13km/h unladen and 9.7km/h
laden*, combined with progressive speed reduction, allows
operators to move loads quickly and efficiently. Easily switching
from pedestrian to ride-on mode with the foldable operator
platform, increases productivity. 85mm forks come as standard
across the range, but using the optional low profile 75mm
forks allows the P2.0-3.0S Series to pick up low entry loads
with ease. The wide forks option allows up to three Europallets
crosswise to be easily transported. So you can make light work
of the busiest warehouse operation.

*9.7km/h acceleration speed for the 2.0T and 2.5T trucks and 9.1km/h for the 3.0T model when laden.
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GREATER PRODUCTIVITY, WITHIN EASY REACH.
TAKE CONTROL WITH THE
ERGONOMIC TILLER HEAD.

LOWER LIFETIME COSTS.
HIGHER UPTIME PRODUCTIVITY.

We believe in extending the flexibility of our trucks,
not your operators.

Save on time, costs and maintenance. Smart speed
limitations enable the operator to choose the optimum
productivity settings for each individual application.
While rapid recharging and quick-change batteries
reduce downtime. Increased fork visibility limits the
risk of damage to both the truck and goods. And long
1000h service intervals and a 24 months warranty
provide peace of mind.

By reducing the distance between the grip handle
and control button, the new tiller head design puts
greater productivity within everyone’s reach.
(Available as fixed or adjustable as an option on
the foldable platform model).
Different operators mean different settings.
To save valuable time, the optional adjustable
tiller can be easily adjusted to the most
comfortable position, simply by pushing the
feature activation button.
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SEE THE DIFFERENCE.
The clear, multi-function dashboard display
shows everything from performance
levels and battery discharge to status
and warnings.

MAKING SPACE FOR GREATER COMFORT.
In a hectic warehouse, there’s no room for error. So,
we made our cushioned operator platform larger for
maximum comfort and productivity. High, foldable side
arms provide greater stability when manoeuvring. Precise
electric Fly-by-Wire Steering minimises operator fatigue to
maximise productivity.
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For safety, an Operator Presence switch function prevents
the truck from operating with no driver present. The
new design side arms, side and rear protection has been
developed to make the P2.0-30S Series more robust.

LI-ION BATTERIES. EFFICIENCY IN MOTION.

LI-ION BATTERIES ARE MORE
EFFICIENT – IN MORE WAYS
THAN ONE.

Li-ion batteries help to power greater
efficiency. Fast to charge, they
eliminate battery changeovers and
reduce downtime. As sealed units,
they don’t require topping-up, saving
on maintenance.
As well as minimising your costs, they’ll also reduce
your CO2 emissions. Li-ion batteries contain no heavy
metals such as cadmium or mercury and are also free of
the gasses normally associated with lead acid batteries.

LIO-ION SIDE CHARGING
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GOING FURTHER.
Choose from an extensive range of options to tailor your truck
to your operation.

OPTIONS:
	Forks of varying length and width
	Li-Ion battery side charging
Coasting function
Hyster lift
Platform lights
	Working light package
Soft lowering

TWO FORK HEIGHTS

LOAD BACKREST

FIXED REAR PROTECTION
WITH SIDE ACCESS

FIXED SIDE PROTECTION
WITH REAR ACCESS

*Available on models with fixed platform and rear/side protection.
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	Lateral battery extraction
Cold store -30°C
Single load wheels are available
	Roller-bed changeover for
battery change
Foot sensor

PEDESTRIAN AWARENESS LIGHTS

ADJUSTABLE SCOOTER CONTROL*

A BETTER PERFORMER, ALL ROUND.

Reduced distance
between the grip handle
and control buttons.
New side arms design
(moving upwards, to
improve productivity, and
more robust to reduce
maintenance costs)

Suspended Motor
Drive Unit
(MDU)

New 200AH BS battery

compartment dedicated
to Li-Ion battery

A full range of power

options is provided by
the choice of batteries

Two fork heights
(standard 85mm and low
profile 75mm for
disposable pallets)
and range of lengths

New platform
(foldable and fixed)

Wide capacity range
(2.0T to 3.0T)

 C technology
A
 rogressive speed
P

reduction according to
the actual truck weight

Heavy-duty NDlithane
tandem load wheels and
rollers with grease points
and sealed bearings are
fitted as standard

Improved performance

by increased capacity of
hydraulic power unit
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Hyster supplies a complete range of
warehouse equipment, IC and electric
counterbalanced trucks, container
handlers and reach stackers. Hyster is
committed to being much more than a
lift truck supplier.
Our aim is to offer a complete partnership capable of
responding to the full spectrum of material handling issues:
Whether you need professional consultancy on your fleet
management, fully qualified service support, or reliable
parts supply, you can depend on Hyster.
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